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A few months ago I was driving a car with my oldest daughter to a vet with our cat. He was
very sick. By the coincidence of all the circumstances, I had to borrow the mother-in-law's
car and what did not happen ... We stopped due to convoy of cars in front of us and one lady
who was chatting with her dog sitting in a passenger seat crashed to us in a full speed. Our
daughter had several months some health complications. For many months, I did not have a
thoughts for any hand crafts... nor locker hooking. Later, I fell into the circle of three
children, my work, my household and I forgot about making something for myself only.
One day after the work I found out a little kitten weeping outside the door of our company. I
was not thinking too long and brought it with me to our home as a friend to our cat. Through
the way home I was not hurry. I was looking a nature around, changing colors of leaves...
there was a snow in the air. Because I did not have any toy for a kitten at home, I decided to
make some. I cut stripes of fabric to make a ball and suddenly... found out that I missed
looping :-) And the colors of the falling leaves inspired me...
Dimension: 34x21 cm
Width of the bottom: 9,5 cm
Used material:
Lining: orange 100 % cotton fabric with four pockets
Main parts of the purse: rests of flannel in orange and brown shades, orange and white
cotton fabric
Edges: same as the main parts of purse
Handles: wooden, decent, good shaped handles in natural wooden color
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